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Make new real-world friends with the Enjoy Minded iOS app
Published on 05/17/17
London-based Enjoy Minded Limited today announces Enjoy Minded 1.0.2 for iOS an important
update to their social networking app in the UK. Enjoy Minded aims to help people make new
friends and expand their local social circle. As opposed to the online interaction of
social media sites, the app encourages users to meet like-minded people face-to-face and
form real-world relationships. Version 1.0.2 makes it easier to select your city, when
searching, and fixes minor bugs.
London, United Kingdom - Enjoy Minded Limited today is proud to announce the release of
Enjoy Minded 1.0.2 for iOS in the UK. Enjoy Minded is an iOS app that aims to help people
that have recently moved to a new city, graduated from university, ended a long-term
relationship or made another big lifestyle change that can make their social circle
perish, to meet new people, make new friends and explore new places.
As opposed to the online interaction of social media sites, the app encourages users to
meet like-minded people face-to-face and form real-world relationships. It also aims to be
an alternative to dating apps for people who are already in relationship or just want to
make some friends and not looking for a date.
Every user on Enjoy Minded can create a hangout to organise drinks, coffee, find others to
play or watch sports or any other activity and meet new people around them. Creating a
hangout on Enjoy Minded is simple. First, the user selects a location, a time, and a date.
Then they select some interests relevant to the hangout and finally, add a title and
description. Once a hangout is created all users that are nearby the location of the
hangout can see it, comment on it, join the hangout or just say that they're interested in
going. Apart from browsing new upcoming hangouts nearby, users can also easily see the
upcoming hangouts they have joined and the hangouts they have been to.
"I have experienced having to rebuild my local social circle when moving to London back in
2010. I'm really excited to help others who have recently moved to a new city or lost a
big chunk of their local friends who have moved away - and help them meet more like-minded
people and have more fun" explains Ivan Genchev, founder of London-based Enjoy Minded
Limited.
The Enjoy Minded app also has some features that are well known by everyone from a lot of
other social networking and dating sites. Some of these features include browsing profiles
of nearby users and exchanging one-to-one messages. Version 1.0.2 makes it easier to
select your city, when searching, fixes a bug where not all the profiles of people around
you will load as well as fixed a bug where the 'about me' section is not visible.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 9.1 or later
* 24.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Enjoy Minded 1.0.2 is Free and available in the UK exclusively through the App Store in
the Social Networking category. For more information, please contact Ivan Genchev.
Enjoy Minded 1.0.2:
https://enjoyminded.com
Download from iTunes:
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https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/enjoyminded/id1224272037
Screenshots:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwDNpPBhIpe1bUdiYTZFbXF6TUk
Logo and Icon:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwDNpPBhIpe1S242Wjlid1B1X0U

Enjoy Minded Limited was established on 18th of January 2016 in London, UK by Ivan Genchev
with the aim to connect people not only online, but also offline and help them overcome
the stress of relocating to a new city by providing them with a solution to quickly and
easily make new friends and find new favourite places to go out in their new city. All
Material and Software (C) Copyright 2017 Enjoy Minded Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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